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A. Choose the correct answer from the given options:-
1. Akela had fallen into a wolf trap ______
a) once
b) twice
c) thrice

2. “His voice was as soft as wild honey dripping from a tree…” who is ‘he’ here?
a) Mowgli
b) Shere Khan
c) Bagheera
 
3. P V Sindhu hails from
a) Chennai
b) Mumbai
c) Hyderabad

4. Dhyan Chand won the _______ in the 1936 Summer Olympics
a) gold
b) silver
c) bronze

5. You will be running around
a) in basket ball
b) in soccer
c) in baseball

6. In the poem “If I Were An Astronaut”, the poet wants to visit the planet by
a) jumpimg
b) gliding
c) a spaceship 

7. ISRO launched India’s first mission to the Moon in 2008 called-
a) Chandrayaan-I
b) Chandrayaan-II
c) Mangalyaan

8.The Mangalyaan probe has been studying
a) Venus and its atmosphere
b) Mars and its atmosphere



c) Saturn and its atmosphere

9. Full form of MOM is
a) Main Orbiter Mission
b) Mars Observant Mission
c) Mars Orbiter Mission

10. _________ is the Indian counterpart of NASA
a) ISRO
b) MCC
c) HSP

11. ______ is a moon on Mars
a) Titan
b) Callisto
c) Phobos

12. Who wrote the poem “Sowing the Seed”?
a) Robin McMaugh Klein
b) Wendell Berry
c) William Wordsworth

13. Who was missing his family?
a) the squirrel.
b) the mynah
c) the old oak tree

14. The senior students are going back home by using 
a) buses
b) car pool
c) scooter
15. “They stretched in _______________
       Along the margin of a bay:”
a) the milky way
b) o’er the vales and hills
c) never-ending line

16. Who was the cousin of Feluda?
a) Topshe
b) Vishwanath
c) Rajen

17. Mr. Majumdar’s fingers were affected by____
a) arthritis
b) thrombosis
c) fever

18. Feluda and Topshe went to Ghurghutia—
a) to find the numbers of combination lock
b) to collect the books written by Conan Doyle



c) on being invited by Mr. Kalikinkar Majumdar

19. When the poet feels hungry and trusting, his mind is one with ________
a) the earth
b) the light
c) the air

20. “ O Akela, and ye the Free People”. 
Who said these words?
a) Shere Khan
b) Bagheera
c) Baloo

B. Read these lines and answer the questions that follow:-
1. “ In soccer, you pass the ball
Using your feet,
Drink lots of water,
And watch out for the heat.”

a) What is the name of the poem?
b) Do you find soccer is an interesting game? Give reasons
c) Why does the poet suggest to drink lots of water?

2. “The change is coming, friends! The change is here. Look around.”
a) Who is the speaker here?
b) What ‘change’ is being referred to here?
c) Why did the old oak tree tell the speaker earlier that he had nothing to look forward to?

C. Answer these questions in 30-40 words
1.Why is Mary Kom considered as a sports icon today?
2. Why did the chest seem different than the most?
3. What makes Feluda such a great detective?
4. According to the story “ The Old Oak Tree”, why conserving of environment is important?
5. Why does the poet suggest to turn off the video games?
6. What ‘useless tasks’ is the speaker talking about in the poem “If I Were an Astronaut”?

D. Answers the questions in 80-100 words (Value based questions):-
1. Why sports and sportsmanship are important in your life?
2. How the poet brings out her relationship between him and the environment in the poem “Sowing the 
Seed’?
3. The greed for money is the root cause of all kinds of evil. Describe these words through the play “The 
Locked Chest”.

Grammar

E. There is an error in each line. Find out the errors and write the correct ones:
                                                                                                 Incorrect                correct
Santoor is an instrument indigenous
of Kashmir, but now a days                                                (a)_______           _______
played in the North. It is a hammered                              (b) ______            _______     
dulcimer which is stuck from light                                    ( c) ______           _______
wooden mallets. The number to strings                          (d) ______            _______
may be as few as 24 or more to 100.                                (e ) ______           _______      



F. Rearrange the jumbled words to make meaningful sentences:

1. a fitness tracker/ fitness-related/device/metrics/is a/ for monitoring
2. it/ and heartbeat/ measures/or run/ calories consumption/ distance walked
3. these/ are/ a computer/or a smart phone/ smart watches/ synced to                                                                   




